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SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL
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December, 1961

MESSAGE FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR

May we, who devote ourselves to serving
the patients in the hospital, continue to
hold in high esteem this service and always
consider it a cherished privilege to care
for Christ in His sick. Likewise, if our
actions and words are motivated by Charity, it will not be difficult for our patients
and fellow workers to recognize Christ in
us.

Mother Richarda and all of the Hospital
Sisters join me in extending to the members of the Medical Staff and the hospital
personnel sincerest wishes for a Joyful
Christmas and for a New Year filled with
the richest blessings.

"1.°3
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If you call X-Ray and an eager voice responds with, "X-Ray, Miss Brenny, " it
might be one of two people. It might be Senior Mary, age 19, Rice, Minnesota, or
it could be Freshman Madeline, age 19, Rice, Minnesota.
Mary and Madeline are identical twins, though
Madeline claims to a slight superiority because she was born first. Anyone in X-Ray
can testify to their similarity in appearance,
but they have much more in common than their
looks. They both had a special affinity for the
science courses in high school, along with a
lively interest in the medical-related professions. Mary's interest came to bud first. Perhaps the seed for her x-ray career was planted
the summer between her Junior and Senior years when she worked at a physician's
home. From him she learned of the possibilities of a fine career in this paramedical
specialty. For a high school research paper on professions, Mary chose the profession of an x-ray technician. As she gathered material, read and wrote, she fell
in love with the whole idea. Fall 1960, found her an eager freshman in our School
of X-Ray Technology. On December 8th of the same year she proudly received her
cap.
What happened to Madeline? After high school graduation, she worked at Cargill Incorporated in Minneapolis as a clerk. Though she liked the city and its people,
an important element was missing in her work. It was an empty routine job without
the satisfaction of rendering service to others. Meanwhile, Mary was filling her ears
with tales of her own x-ray experiences. She told Madeline of Father Riley's sermon
at her capping ceremony in which he explained that service to the sick is service to
Christ. She recognized this supernatural orientation as the missing spark in her
work. Did she miss Mary? Well yes, that was part of it. That was one of the reasons
that gently pushed her forward until September 1961 found her a freshman at our
X-Ray School.
To the question, "Have you found the satisfaction in your work
here that you missed in clerical work?", she replies with a big
"Yes". Admitting she misses working with mathematics, yet she
greatly prefers the personal exchange, the self-giving, the service to the sick, that are all a rewarding part of her present
profes sion.
On December 8th, Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin,
Madeline and her five classmates received their caps in our Hospital Chapel. Father
Lawrence Torborg gave the sermon and Father Patrick Riley presented the caps
during the simple yet reverent and significant ceremony. Madeline has this to say
about the significance of capping to her: "For one thing it's going to be a challenge
to everyone to tell Mary and me apart, as everyone is saying. Of course, it has a
deeper meaning than this or than the fact that our orientation is over. Because of
the blessed caps and the beautiful ceremony in Chapel, the cap serves as a reminder
that we are doing Christ's work in serving the sick.

Besides Madeline, five other students successfully completed their orientation period and received their caps. They too, manifest similar enthusiasm
and treasure meaningful capping memories and ideals. They are: Miss Judith
Pederson, Maple Lake, and Miss Linda Albright, Henning; Miss Gail Koch,
Wadena; Miss Carol Walz, Melrose; and Mr. Ronald Burg, St. Cloud. Congratulations to all of you!

MEDICAL
TO A DOCTOR AT CHRISTMAS
Sickness knows no holiday,
and you,
Long dedicated to the needs
of those
Who look to you for comfort
must forego
The normal relaxations and
repose
Enjoyed by other men whose
chosen paths
Lie on the lower plains in
smooth, calm ways:
Men who are strangers to
emergencies,
Whose lives are segmented
by nights and days.
Your Christmas Eve, spent
with the Infant Christ,
Healing the tortured ones
and soothing them.
Places your name upon the
sacred scroll
With those who watched that
night in Bethlehem!
Helen Carraher Werner

In the beginning of November, six technicians
wrote their National Boards for the Registry
of X-Ray Technicians. After a few weeks of
suspense, the news came: All of them passed!
The new R. T. 's are: Karen Bates, Marie
Decker, Gloria Deslauriers, Kay Fox, Carole
Jordan and Mervwyn Mock. Congratulations all !

The
Beacon
Light is the
monthlypublicdon for employees
of Saint Cloud Hospital
St. Cloud
Minnesota

R. N. 's: Now is the time to join MNA

STAFF
MEDICAL RECORD COMMITTEE
The Medical Record Committee is
made up of the Chief of each department with the Chief of Staff and the
Administrator as members ex officio.
The Vice Chief of Staff is the Chairman and the Medical Record Librarian
acts as Secretary.
This committee functions as a conference of department heads to discuss
and evaluate the accomplishments and
deficiencies of each department, to
scrutinize the methods of patient care
and to make recommendations indicated
by these discussions to the Executive
Committee and the Administrator.
Since the basis of these discussions
is often _the medical records, this
committee appraises medical records
and takes whatever steps are necessary
to insure their maintenance at the required standard.
At present the chairman of the committee is Dr. LaFond, The other members are Dr. R. Kline, Chief of Medicine; Dr. E. Schmitz, Chief of Surgery;
Dr. A. Rozycki, Chief of Obstetrics
and Gynecology; Dr. W. Autrey, Chief
of Pediatrics; Dr. J. Zeleny, Chief of
Orthopedics, Dr. R. Koenig, Chief cf
EENT; Dr. D. Undem, Chief of Radiology; and Dr. M. Bozanich, Chief of
Laboratories.
The Medical Record. Committee has
a dinner meeting at the hospital on the
fourth Tuesday of each month and
makes a monthly report to the Executive Committee.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
"Tannenbaum"
Pope Gregory the Great never heard
of a Christmas tree, but he enjoined
missionaries not to destroy such pagan
customs as wel-e innocent and in accordance with the tenets of the Church, but
rather to weave them into the fabric of
Christianity.
It is generally believed that the first
Christmas tree was of German origin
dating from St. Boniface (A. D. 680-754)
the English missionary to Germany,
who replaced the sacrifices to Odin's
sacred oak by a fir tree adorned in
tribute to the Christ Child.
Homesick German immigrants brought their "tannenbaum" to America where their
neighbors admired and copied it. The German Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
introduced the Christmas tree to England after his marriage to Queen. Victoria. The
first Christmas trees were decorated in the United States no earlier than 1840.
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IT IS WITH CARE

THAT WE MEASURE OTHER MEN'S SUSTENANCE.
Rule of St. Benedict, Chapter 40

Cafeteria Line of Students
Sister Boniface - Administrative Dietitiz--

Sister Colleen

Sister Boniface, newly appointed head of the Dietary Department,
came to the St. Cloud Hospital in August from St. Benedict's Hospital
in Ogden, Utah. Sister was head of the Dietary Department in Ogden
for the past eleven years. In her new position she is directly responsible for all administrative functions of her department. Sister
Colleen, her assistant, will assume major responsibility for Diet
Therapy and the instruction of the nursing students.

Therapeutic - Teaching Dietitian
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Sister Louista, Carol Lemmerrnan and Janet Schroeder
serving: John Douvier, our oldest employee,
Mrs. Record and Miss Murphy.
.041W;1.0

The functions of a Dietary Department for a family as large as
ours are many and varied. They include the general and modified
diets for the sick, formula for the babies, teaching of patients, students and prospective parents in the pre-natal classes, purchase and
storage of food, dish washing, menu planning, preparation and serving of food for patients, sisters, personnel and students.

Left to right: Hildegard Theis, Doris Imdiek,
Annette Austing, Elaine Borgerding, Gloria Brang,
and Sister Hildebrand.

-
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The dietary treatment of the sick combines the efforts of the medical staff, nursing and dietary personnel. All must work together in
a team relationship to be sure that each patient will receive his diet
in an attractive, appetizing manner.

Aurelia Thul and Sister Innocent
Student Dining Room

During the past year:
232, 685 meals were served to patients (daily average of 637. 5)
8, 937 between-meal nourishments were served
950 test meals were served
227 tube feedings were prepared

The dietitians carry on many educational functions. They instruct
nursing students in the classroom and in ward conferences. During
the past year they have given 907 diet instructions to patients.
The special project of the Dietary Department at the present time
is the complete revision of the Diet Manual which will be ready for
use in January, 1962.

Left to right: Gretchen Finken, Dietary Aide,
Miss Bedner and Miss Kassid, student nurses,
Sister Colleen.

Evelyn Malikowski operating our dishwasher, "Martha"
Art Bates and Jerry Knuesel, Chefs

On feast days and holidays the role of the Dietary Department is
a very festive one. They are aided by the hospital auxiliary who provide tray favors for the patient& trays andwho thus contribute greatly to the joy of the day for those who must be sick.

Secularism may sound like a harmless word, but it can
be a harmful thing when applied to the field of nursing.
Such was the theme of a talk given by His Excellency, Most
Rev. Peter W. Bartholome, following a communion breakfast at the St. Cloud Hospital on November 26. Father Riley,
Spiritual Director of DCCN, celebrated the Mass. More
than fifty members of the St. Cloud Unit of the Diocesan
Council of Catholic Nurses were in attendance.
The Bishop stressed the importance of keeping secularism out of nursing, and emphasized the fact that pain is a
necessary part of salvation. He said it is up to the nurses
to help patients understand this importance.... that pain is part of God's plan for us.
In a brief discussion of DCCN membership, His Excellency pointed out that each
member is important to the organization, even if she is not active. Many things, he
said, are often decided by the number of people affected, and a strong membership
showing by the DCCN can be an important factor in many decisions.
In the organization's first meeting this year, a demonstration of Mass was given
by Father Riley, and was well received by the members. The next meeting will be
held January 17. All members are invited to attend and bring their friends.
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The following alumnae and former
employees will have a very tangible
reminder of the real significance of
Christmas:
Mrs. Edward Medeck (Anita Lauer)
Mrs. Sidney Gross (Joyce Daniels)
Mrs. Alphonse Stanoch (Eileen Befort)
Mrs. LeRoy Pick (Mona Martins)
Mrs. Herbert Gill (Ethel Klein)
Mrs. Mathew Benoit (Sharon Mick)
Mrs. Walter Krey (Marguerite Winje)
Mrs. Edward Wilson (Margaret Abfalter)
Mr s. John Gagliardi (Peggy Dougherty)
Mrs. Marlowe Severson (Orlou Bigelow)
Mrs. Terrance McLean (Joanne Scherber)
Mrs. Thomas Braun (Mary Lou Larson)
Mrs. Jerome Skillingstad (Janet Kirscht)
Stephen Gilbert, Orderly, is the proud
father of a second chilpi,Kevin Wayne.

IN ORTHOPEDICS

In an attempt to provide our orthopedic patients with the best in hospital care,
a new venture has been initiated by the Central Service Personnel. With a little
work and with even more organization and cooperation, an orthopedic class has
been started whereby the orthopedic nursing service personnel and Central Service
Department are striving to coordinate their activities and to mutually discuss
means whereby service to the patient may be improved.
The classes are held bi-weekly in the 4 North solarium with all the Nursing
Service employees of this area attending. The topics discussed and objectives set
forth include such important things as demonstration of available equipment along
with an evaluation of the usage and safety of this equipment.
These orientation periods are also conducted to instruct personnel in the
proper methods of ordering and returning supplies and equipment. The constant
and recurring problem of terminology is another facet under attack by this class.
Attempts are being made to standardize the terminology in an effort to reduce the
constant and knotty problem of communication. The Orthopedic Manual compiled
by cooperative effort has proved most advantageous as a standard reference.

Two recent convocations in the School
of Nursing were: "Contemporary Russia", presented by Dr. Ross Horning,
and "Nature of the German Problem"
by Professor Heininger, both of St.
John's University Faculty.

Word has been received that Mrs.
Betty Fischer O'Brien, former Head
Nurse in the Nursery, gave birth to
Teresa Clare, at Georgetown University Hospital in Washington, D. C.
November 8th.
Terry Conradt, a former housekeeping
porter, writes from Kee sler Air Force
Base, Biloxi, Mississippi: "So far the
service hasn't been too hard on me. I
guess it's because I was kept busy
every minute cleaning the hospital
floors."

Miss Rita Weihs, Head Nurse
Larry Stewart, Orderly
and
Maynard Lommel, Supply Clerk,
Central Service

The New March of Dimes includes:
FACULTY IN-SERVICE
Mrs. Archie Bisenius, R. N. at Veteran's
Hospital in St. Cloud, conducted three inservice meetings to which the head nurses
were invited. The topic was "Interactions
That Heal". The picture was taken during
a demonstration in which the nurses were
discovering what patients feel like when
led or transported from place to place
when they are unable to see. Mrs. Bisenius
is standing near the bulletin board.

Freshman Nurses were introduced
to the X-Ray Department during
the month of November. Classes
were held in which films of various
studies were shown and procedures
explained. From the comments,
they profited much by this demonstration. (They even had a taste of
barium and didn't mind it a bit!)

••
Choose
a small
tree and
of a large
one. It can
be just as
beautiful and
less of a hazard. Keep the
tree outdoors unil you are ready
to install it. )c Set
up the tree in aplace
here it does not
block a doorway..0 It
is best to set it up in
the coolest part of a
room, away from radia-A.
tors, heaters, and fire- YI
places . Stand the tree in
water to retard drying. Use
fireproof decorations of glass
or metal, avoiding cotton or
paper decorations. Set up
electric trains away from the
tree. Be sure your strings of
electric Christmas lights are in
good condition. Discard sets with
frayed wiring.hjr
• When buying new
sets, look for the UL label. Lighted
candles should not be used on trees.
There should be a switch some distance
from the tree for turning all lights on
and off. Don't leave tree lights burning
when away from home. Inspect the tree
from time to time to see whether needles
ear the lights have started to turn brown.
If they have, change the position of the lights.
Take the tree down and discard it outdoors
when the needles begin to fall.
n4 -‘
Christmas tree
safety hints issued
by the National Boar
of Fire Underwriters.

As a target, POLIO has been checked... it has not been crossed off. "Paralytic polio in the United States has declined from 6, 289 cases in 1959 to 2,265
cases in 1960. In 1952, over 21,000 paralytic cases were reported. This is
great progress. But we cannot rest comfortably as long as
38% of children under 5 years
63% of men aged 20 to 39
48% of women aged 20 to 39
... ARE NOT FULLY VACCINATED.
BIRTH DEFECTS are the most important unmet childhood medical
problem today. Only accidents cause more crippling in children.
Every other minute a baby is born with a birth defect.
ARTHRITIS tortures and disables more people than any other
chronic illness. All ages are affected, including infants and children.
How will the March of Dimes Funds be used in 1962?
For Medical Care.
For Scientific Research.
For Professional Education.
No single community has the resources unto itself to make the key scientific
breakthroughs that conquer a disease--to train enough hands and minds to heal
the sick--to supply sufficient dimes and dollars to repair the damage of catastrophic crippling.
It was the MARCH OF DIMES which called public attention to the terrible
tragedy of polio. It was the MARCH OF DIMES which rallied public support to
research that eventually developed the Salk and then the Sabin vaccine. It was
the MARCH OF DIMES which promoted and publicized the biggest and most
effective vaccination program in the nation's history. And it is the MARCH OF
DIMES--dynamic, creative and fully responsible to the American people--which
will continue to lead the search for better health!
In early autumn plans for this volunteer campaign were being formulated
locally and representatives attended a
meeting sponsored by the March of
Dimes. Pictured left to right are: Mrs.
Kay Stromen, St. Cloud, volunteer executive director of women's activities;
Elaine Whitelaw, National Director of
Women' s Activities ; Mrs. Rosalie Tim mers, R. N. , President of DCCN and
Nurses Alumnae, representing these
two organizations as well as the Daughters of Isabella and the Hospital Auxiliary; and Mrs. Marian Melrose, representing Agriculture Extension Division of the University of Minnesota.

THE PINK SI-VE1

APPRECIATION

The following thankyou note was received from Washington School: "We all
want to thank you for that very interesting trip through the hospital. We all
learned many things we never knew before. We think it would be very exciting
to work in a hospital. " Signed by the following Campfire Girls:
Marion Seeley
Bonny Opheim
Clara Smithson
Cheryl Lane
Susan Osgood
.

Luba Bozanich
Debbie Grant
Jerri Jurgens
Margaret Kuehn
Linda Kay Knutson

Sharon Madden
Renee Patnoe
Arla Rae Walton
Lola Mae Walton

Leaders:
Mrs. Gordon Lane
Mrs. John Seeley

"'Ills the season to be jolly
" but, more than that, it is a time of Peace and
Good Will! With this in mind, we, as members of the St. Cloud Hospital Womens
Auxiliary wish each and every member of the Hospital personnel - Sister Jameen,
and all the Sisters, the Registered and Student Nurses, Practical Nurses and the
Nurse Aides, the Medical Staff, Housekeeping Aides, Dietary Aides, Office Personnel, X-Ray and Laboratory Technicians - to each and every employee in the
Hospital, a very Blessed Christmas Season and a Happy and Blessed New Year.

BAKE SALE
EMPLOYEES are requested to refrain from
parking in the Emergency Parking area at
any time. This space is to be reserved for
emergency use only. Thank you.

UM NA E NEWS
The St. Cloud Hospital School of Nursing Alumnae held their monthly meeting the evening of December 5th. The meeting was conducted by Mrs. Loren
Timmers, President.
The following new officers were elected; Mrs. Aloys Kremer, President;
Mrs. Clayton Hopke, Vice President; Mrs. Marian Murphy, Treasurer; and
Miss Adelaide Lenzmeier, Secretary.
A decision was made to prepare Christmas baskets to assist families in
temporary financial need because of illness. The nurses were asked to bring
in new or used clothing and toys for children of all ages. A receiving box has
been provided in the Graduate Nurses' Lounge.
Annual reports of the various committees were given. Revisions of the bylaws were again discussed and votedupon. Copies of the new Constitutions will
be made available to the alumnae members in the near future.
A movie entitled: "The Role of the Nurse in Civil Defense" was shown. The
meeting was closed by the newly elected President, Mrs. Aloys Kremer and
refreshments were served with Mrs. Robert Schoenberg as chairman.

SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES GO UP SLIGHTLY BEGINNING JANUARY 1, 1962.
To help finance the changes, the amendments call for an increase in social
security taxes beginning January 1, 1962. Employees and employers will each
pay an additional one-eighth of one percent on earnings up to $4800.00 a year-making a new total of three and one-eighth percent in social security taxes for
each.

May we, the Bake Sale Committee, take this opportunity to thank the Sisters and
their helpers who worked so hard to bake the wonderful pies, cookies, rolls, and
bread for our Bake Sale. And, to you, the employees, who were so gracious in
your patronage, goes our sincere thanks. Without all of you our sale could not
have been as profitable and rewarding.
GIFT SHOPPE SALE
I am sure that you have all seen the delightful Christmas merchandise in our Gift
Shoppe. If you are still shopping for that "little" gift, or for prizes, browse around.
I'm sure that you will find our selection adequate. And, are you aware of the fact
that we are offering a 10% discount on ANY item, to all employees of the Hospital?
Make it a point to shop at your leisure in the Auxiliary Gift Shoppe.
ORIENTATION LUNCHEON
Plans for the Orientation Luncheon and Course are being formulated at the present
time. This will be held on Wednesday, January 17, 12:45 P. M.
As you recall, all In-Service Volunteers will be required to attend this orientation
luncheon.
CAPPING
The Candy Stripers will be "capped" at a reception in their honor on Wednesday;
January 3, at 7:30 P.M. All those who have contributed fifty hours of volunteer
work in the hospital will receive caps. The mothers of the Candy Stripers will
be special guests at the capping exercises.
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